A. Conclusion

Finding out the whole of the content of each chapter of the study, the researcher can draw some conclusions. The fact of the conclusions must be stated clearly.

*The Jakarta Post* is newspaper written in English. In writing it to the English language, they convey idea, issue, rumor without changing the meaning. They tried to find out the natural language of English without violencing English grammatical collocations and meaning they want to convey and reveal. After comprehending and analyzing *The Jakarta Post* editorials on November 2010, the researcher concludes as follow;

English grammatical collocation is used to convey as close to the original language of English as possible, without violence grammar and meaning. *The Jakarta Post* used them in many types.

English grammatical collocation has been designed by capital letter “G” and number 1 to 8 following. **G1** collocation consists of noun + preposition combinations. The writer does not include noun + of combinations. **G2** collocation consists of noun followed by to + infinitive. **G3** collocation consists of noun that can be followed by *a that clause* and Some nouns can be followed by a clause with the present subjunctive in formal English.
However, **G4** collocation consists of preposition + noun combinations. **G5** collocation consists of adjective + preposition combinations that occur in the predicate or as set-off attributive (verb less clause). **G6** collocation consists of predicate adjectives and a following to + infinitive. **G7** collocation consists of adjective that can be followed by a that clause. **G8** collocation consists of nineteen English verb patterns, designed by capital letters A to O.

B. Recommendation

According to the study, the researcher gives some recommendations to many people. The first is readers. By reading this thesis, the readers are expected to get information and to enrich their knowledge about English grammatical collocations and writing theory, especially in finding good dictions in English.

The second is teacher. Teacher as the professional one in teaching process, hoped can explain more English grammatical collocations and give examples to make students easy to understand.

The third is students. Students should improve their writing skills by reading newspaper and trying to write it. It would increase their writing mastery. They also should learn how to write idea in English by finding the best natural English writing.

The forth is researcher. The researcher commends that other researcher should implement research identification of English grammatical collocations, and to give more contributions to the teaching writing process. It is as one way to make good writer in conveying ideas.
The last recommendation is for English department of Tarbiyah faculty IAIN Walisongo. The researcher hopes that this thesis can be useful for English department of Tarbiyah faculty as reference. The thesis can be used as alternative reference in teaching writing and learning to get more knowledge of getting communicative and advanced writing.

C. Closing

In the name of Allah, the beneficence, the merciful, all praises due to Him, the master of the universe who gives the researcher some pleasure of health until the researcher can finish their thesis. The researcher believes that everything happens because of Him.

The researcher hopes that may many students and lecturer want to use this research as reference and utilize this research as maximum as the researcher guess.

The researcher encourages the next researcher to complete and continue doing the same research as the researcher has done and can give additional knowledge for the next researcher.